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PERFORMANCE NOTES. 
 
 
Spacing the performers 

• Ideally the vocal ensemble performs from a gallery placed above the stage on which the quartet 
will be playing.  

• Otherwise, vocalists should be placed on the opposite side of the concert hall:  i.e. quartet - 
audience - singers.  

• The sounds of the vocal ensemble and the string quartet should 'cross' above an auditorium. 

 
String quartet 
It might be more convenient to perform the slow movements of the piece (mov. 1, 3, and 4) directly 
from the score.  However in movement 2 (Agitato) I suggest using the parts (the parts are appended at 
the end). 
 

Notation of quarter-tones:   raised by 1/4 
 

       raised by 3/4
 
Articulation: 
Col legno saltando + glissando sul tasto 
 

        
 
This is a special, percussion-like effect: 

• Mute the open strings by touching them gently with a finger near the fret (but do not press the 
string to strongly).  Play col legno saltando and apply an actual glissando sul tasto with the stick 
of the bow (glissando with the right hand!).  The bow should 'jump' slightly along the neck of the 
violin.

 
Vocal ensemble 
Please read the verbal description of the composition carefully and think it over.  There are 
some significant sections of the piece that should be improvised.  The following description 
should be treated as a basis for that improvisation and considered the equivalent of classical 
notation of music. 
 
1.  Performers - CORO 
The piece is composed for a group of female voices (CORO) including 2 solo sopranos, performing the 
final episode of movement 1 and all of movement 3. 
The improvised sections should be performed by at least 5 female singers.  It is suggested that the 
timbres of their voices as well as the registers be as varied as possible. 
 
2.  CORO and the improvised sections 
Improvised sections, performed by the entire vocal ensemble, include movements 1 (Grave) and 4 
(Adagio con gravitá).  In the score they are presented by graphic symbols.  Below you will find some 
indication how to perform these sections. 
However, the performer needs to understand the role of these fragments in the entire composition and 
to have a 'vision' of some esthetic result. 
 
 
 
 

The sign for muting open strings: 
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CORO in Il Fonte is an instrument itself. 
• The instrument marked in the score as CORO should not be considered as a group of separate 

voices.  It is a compound of all sound events that - within it's frames - have taken place in the 
past, are taking place and will take place in further movements or sections of the composition.  

• Each autonomous and single sound event has its own 'cycle of life' - i.e. its beginning, its 
duration, and its end.  However, to keep a unified character of the entire CORO (defined as 
above) - these single events 'coexist' with the other.  Thus a good communication among the 
vocalists is necessary, in order to create the microcosm of the CORO. 

 
Time of the improvised sections 

• Motion / movement in the improvised sections should be considered as a specific shift of the 
sound ranges within the frame of a static entity.  

• For the CORO as an instrument, there is no notation of time, understood as flowing.  The time of 
the CORO should be considered as lasting.  

• The sound of the CORO exists continuously, regardless of the fact that individual sounds may 
arise or disappear.  The single musical events can change in time - they have their beginnings, 
developments and ends, but the global time of the piece is static.  

• Each of the singers should/must become an artist - creator of one single sound. 

stop the motion                    > keep singing your sound - CORO keep the last chord and 
listen to the harmony achieved. 
 

restore the motion                > back to the 'cycle of life' of single sounds, coexisting within 
the CORO.  Create a new sound - build a new harmony of the CORO. 
 
 
 
 
3.  How to prepare the improvised sections. 
 
Step 1 
Sing one long sound. 

Forget all the measures you have learned in your music education - such as the 
absolute pitch or established duration of the sound.  Do not try to control them. 
 Create your own sound - with its own autonomous time.  Do not try to compare your 
sound with anything - at a given moment your sound is the only possible one, with all 
it's parameters, like duration or pitch - it is quite unique and almost 'unavoidable'. 

 
Keep singing your sound and listen to it carefully.  

Listen - and keep observing how the sound arises, changes and comes into silence. 
 This single autonomous sound has its own cycle of life - try to know and understand 
its mechanics.  Take into consideration that continuous chains in its dynamics and 
pitch will take place, it would be better to call it a sound event.  
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Try to “forget” all your music education.  

Forget the existence of music culture and history.  Try to place yourself in the pre-
esthetic sphere and find in it a raw, original, 'virgin' sound.

 
Sing when you are ready.  

Do it when you are most focused on our sound, in total isolation from the rest of the 
world and from the other sounds around you.  Sing your sound as if its arrival was an 
absolute necessity, as if it were the only sound possible. 

 
Step 2 
Your sound will become a part of the homogeneous organism – CORO. 

Sing your sound and listen to how it melds into other sounds around you.  The CORO 
will be perceived as one homogeneous instrument of a continuous sound.  Do not try 
to build a phrase in the classical sense:  within the dimensions of the CORO there is 
only one phrase, the global one.  Enrich and build your sound event while being 
conscious that what you create is only a part of the whole. 

 
Now you can introduce a few rules  

These rules concern pitch and harmony of the CORO 

 

 1.  absolute  

Pitches in improvised sections   

 2. relative - interval relations  

 
1.  The absolute pitches are significant only at the very beginning of a given improvised section.  They 
are indeed only 'meeting points' with the string quartet part. 
Besides the beginning of the improvised section, a strict control over the absolute pitch loses its 
practical meaning.  This role is taken over by registers /octaves (in particular when the CORO sings a 
cappella).  Instead of strict pitches there are only approximate 'values' and some specific interval 
relations.  That is why, instead of staves, there are axes indicating registers/octaves. 

 

In fact vocal sound events have no constant pitch.  The vocal sound is alive - its timbre 
changes, we can easily observe some subtle changes of pitch like microtonal 
oscillations.  I would like to encourage performers to use all those subtle timbre 
changes as well as some microtonal 'deviations' not only as a kind of an ornamental, 
but also as a manifestation of a 'hidden life' of sound.  
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2.  The interval relations  
 
2.1  Sound - center:  The sound that 'attracts' at one point all the parts.  That sound will be the basis 
of a new harmony figure.  The sound center should be treated as a moving point of reference.  At the 
same time, that type of reference reduces the role of an absolute pitch.  One of the singers should 
become a leader - her sound will be a center ('attractor') for the other parts and a basis to build a new 
harmony. 
 
 
2.2  Harmony figure:  interval structure, built on a basis of the current sound center. 
 
The example suggested in the comment shows some characteristic interval relations (not too 
complicated, though), which does not mean that I would not accept other combinations of sounds and 
chords.  On the contrary, in the majority of the improvised sections, the harmony of the CORO should 
be created rather spontaneously.  The harmony will become in a sense an average of all individual 
sound events. 
 
However, after working on the piece with a selected group of singers, it turns out that in spite of the 
unrepeatable character and the uniqueness of each performance, the acoustic effect is similar.  The 
reasons are understandable:  the most significant factors here are expression and 
peculiar continuously of sound.  Another reason is that singers intuitively accept a kind of 'harmony 
ambience' from the string quartet part. 
 
After a 'presentation' of a single harmonic figure, singers gradually become more and more 
independent.  They turn back to the process of creating individual sound events.  The best way to 
achieve that is to apply some subtle pitch changes of sound-centers, building microtonal melismas 
around them. 
 
Thus sound-centers and harmony figures should be regarded as 'junction points' of all improvised 
sections.  
 
 
 
 
 
4.  Remarks on movements 1 and 4 
 
Improvised section of movement 1. - Grave 

 

The vocal improvisation coexists with the string quartet part.  

In the score pitch 'a' (in couple od registers) is indicated by the axes.  

 
The singers can hear sound-centers (a-e) in the string quartet part, as well as their closest 

surroundings - minor second up, major second down (for a:  b♭- g) and for e: f (only the upper minor 
second).  Other pitches of sound-centers are acceptable in the final fragment of the section, performed 
a cappella. 

2 basic kinds of harmony figures in that section are the following chords: a – c# - d# 
and a minor second a - c (in all possible registers).  These chords should be treated as 
a basis - singers should try to enrich their timbre and tension and create a variety of 
microtonal melismas around them.  
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Improvised section of movement 4. - Adagio con gravitá 
 
The general rules described above apply also here.  However there are some differences. 
 
The first event should be a deformed sound 

Sing a sound, which in your opinion contradicts all the canons of vocal music you have 
ever learned.  Do it against your so-called esthetic feelings.  Then - starting from that 
deformation - try to bring your sound to your ideal vision - a clear, naturally beautiful 
sound (as you imagine it). 

 
Feel free to improvise - in this movement you do not need to follow the string quartet.  

The only pitch you should 'respect' is the last sound of the string quartet part - g♭   

The axes:  g♭- c should be considered only as an initial point of reference.  The 
further development of the improvisation will be determined only by sound-centers and 
harmony figures - and should be limited only by the imagination of the singers.  

 














